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WelcomeWelcome
Greetings to you,
UltraMarine reader!

As promised in our last 
issue, we’ve already 
got lots of product 
reviews lined up this 

year. In this inaugural instalment of 2020, 
we take a look at our fi rst two promising 
products. Given the current interest, there’s 
a good chance we may even go up to three 
or four reviews per issue later in the year 
too.

I think I always say this, but it’s been a 
particularly challenging issue for me 
this time as, on top of all the editing and 
designing, I’ve needed to set-up and write 
a review of a new tank as well. I’m not 
complaining though as I’ve got specifi c 
plans for this new system that will become 
apparent if you follow the mag. It’s 
defi nitely a new challenge that I’m excited 
to share when the time comes!

Beyond the reviews, we’ve got more 
great pieces from our established team 
of experts who of course draw from 
extensive experience in a range of fi elds. 
Finally, as the ‘cherry on the cake’, be 
sure to set some time aside to sit back 
and enjoy Francesca Palmer’s guide to 
her lovely reef aquarium in our hobbyist 
feature.

            John
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05 Marine News/Product News

12 Q&A
Blue Planet Aquarium Curator Dave 
Wolfenden answers your marine queries.

16 Close Look Review
It’s a product double-header this issue as fi rst 
Keith Moyle installs and evaluates a ClariSea 
SK000 fl eece fi lter, and then John Clipperton 
follows-up with an un-box and set-up of and 
Aquarium Systems L’Aquarium 2.0 tank and 
cabinet.

26 Fish in the Reef: Friend or Foe?
Veteran US reefer Mike Paletta draws on 
his vast experience to talk us through the 
various pros and cons of keeping reef fi sh 
together with other reef organisms. So can 
you have your fi sh-cake, and eat it?

36 ‘Cesca’s Reef
In our tank feature this issue, the stunning 
8-foot reef of South Wales based hobbyist 
Francesca Palmer is the star, as we learn not 
just all about how this fabulous collection of 
reef life was create, but also exactly how it is 
maintained.

46 Sounds of the Reef
Listen up! Chris Sergeant has his ear to 
the ground as he delivers a fascinating 
investigation into the mysterious and often 
surprising world of underwater sound... from 
farting fi sh to acoustic algae.

56 The Good, the Bad and the Algae
Campbell Robertson is back with a look 
at the various forms of algae one may 
encounter at ‘high noon’ in a reef aquarium, 
from the good, to the bad, to those that 
should just be plain outlawed. Trust us, this 
piece will grow on you...

62 Marine Life of Mauritius
It’s a tough job but someone’s got to do it! 
Richard Aspinall is the man as he takes a dip 
into the ocean realm of this exclusive Island 
location to report on the state of it’s aquatic 
marine ecosystems.

78 Live Foods for the Reef
Whether you’re keeping fi nicky feeders or 
just fancy giving your reef residents an extra 
special treat, Kenneth Wingerter is the man 
with the menu in this tasty piece which we 
are sure you will enjoy digesting!
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